## Disabilities (Visible & Invisible) (Mental & Physical)

### Adult

- Archival Quality - Ivy Noelle Weir
- Batgirl - Gail Simone
- Bingo Love - Tee Franklin
- Birds of Prey - Chuck Dixon
- Bitter Medicine - Olivier & Clem Martini
- Calexit - Matteo Pizzolo
- Can't We Talk About Something More Pleasant? - Roz Chast
- Daredevil - various authors
- Dodge City - Josh Trujillo
- Doom Patrol - Grant Morrison
- Epileptic - David B
- Fun Home - Alison Bechdel
- Hawkeye - Matt Fraction
- Hyperbole and a half - Allie Brosh
- Marbles - Ellen Forney
- Maus - Art Spiegelman
- Mis(hadra) - Iasmin Omar Ata
- Mr. Miracle - Tom King
- Pedro & Me - Judd Winick
- Rock Steady - Ellen Forney
- Sandman - Neil Gaiman
- Sentences - Percy Carey
- Sex Criminals - Matt Fraction
- Spinning - Tillie Walden
- Stitches - David Small
- Story of my Tits - Jennifer Hayden
- The Hospital Suite - John Porcellino
- The Legion/X-Men Legacy - Simon Spurrier
- The Wendy Project - Melissa Jane Osborne
- Through Lya's Eyes - Carbone
- Waterbaby - Sophie Campbell
- With the Light - Keiko Tobe

### Youth

- All's Avatar Airbender - various authors
- Awkward - Svetlana Chmakova
- El Deafo - Cece Bell
- Full Metal Alchemist - Hiromu Arakawa
- Ghosts - Raina Telgemeier
- Goodnight Pun Pun - Inio Asano
- Hey Kiddo - Jarrett Krosoczka
- Joe the Barbarian - Grant Morrison
- Joyride - Jackson Lanzing
- Mighty Jack - Ben Hatke
- Monstress - Marjorie Liu
- Ms. Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children - Ransom Riggs
- Nimona - Noelle Stevenson
- Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess - Jeremy Whitley
- Real Friends - Shannon Hale
- Sheets - Brenna Thummler
- Silent Voice - Yoshitoki Oima
- Sincerely, Harriet - Sarah Searle
- The Babysitter's Club: The Truth About Stacy - Raina Telgemeier
This list was created at ALA Annual 2019 at the “So Many Comics, So Little Time” session by librarians and creators. These titles were brainstormed to use as discussion starters for a particular social justice issue. They have not been vetted, nor are they recommended as “best of” titles for this topic.